
Augury provides the right tools to easily and intuitively enable your team with our industry-leading AI-driven 
Machine Health insights. Ensure adoption and success across your sites by putting the power of condition-based 
predictive maintenance into the hands of your team with a platform they trust and a user experience that allows 

them to achieve efficiency and predictability in their jobs.

Driving Results & Adoption by 
Empowering Your Team

The Right Insight, the Right Time, the Right Way

Prescriptive Diagnostics 

Machine data analyzed by Augury’s industry-
leading advanced AI and machine learning 
algorithms are provided to your team as clear 
prescriptive diagnostics, including fault diagnosis 
and recommended remediation actions. Site 
personnel are provided with the right information 
to understand what needs to be done so they can 
act quickly.

Empowered to Act
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Machine Health Lifecycle 

Augury’s platform provides a clear visualization of the 
entire lifecycle of a machine. Your team is empowered 
with historical fault, remediation, and validation 
history. Armed with data-driven  health trends and 
patterns over time, they have the necessary insight 
to address underlying root cause issues versus 
repeating symptomatic repairs. 

Empowered to Improve



Machine Health Status Visibility 

Site and company dashboards empower your team 
with full health status visibility across all connected 
machines at all times, putting them firmly in charge of 
maintenance prioritization and planning.

Empowered to Plan
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In-App Collaboration

Our Threads tool enables better decision making by providing in-app 
collaboration directly with team members across shifts in the same facility,  
subject matter experts at different facilities within your company portfolio, and 
even allows your users to tap into Augury’s Success and Reliability teams.

Empowered to Make Informed 
Decisions

To learn more about empowering your team with Augury’s Machine Health as a Service platform visit our 
White Paper, Driving Machine Health Adoption Through an Empowering User Experience or visit augury.com.

Machine Health Alerts 

Augury’s customizable alerts flag developing 
machine issues so your team receives the right 
information when and how it will best empower 
them to avert a failure.

Empowered to Prevent 
Failures
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